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We are here today to recognize the “Master Work”, the LHC,

of our colleague  LYN, an “Artist in Accelerator Technology”

and give our friendly appreciation with a lot of congratulations.

This cannot be done without a personal touch which is linked

to our relationship, public and private, during the last twenty years

In my case, my connection with Lyn begins with the start of the 

LHC Project at the end of the eighties, when it was evident that 

the performances of a superconducting hadron collider, to be inside 
the LEP Tunnel, require the use of a new technology if it should be 
interesting  for physics: cooling by HeII at 1.8 K, 1 atm.

The proof of this technology was available from Tore Supra start of 

operation  in 1988 at Cadarache 
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In November 1993, after the SSC cancellation, the first 

ERC met at CERN with 14 participants (4 from SSC)

including G. Claudet and myself as Chair.

-the HeII technology had been already retained after a 

collaboration of G. Brianti with CEA-DSM, and the project

reviewed for the first time in 1991 (B. Wiik Group)



The ERC main conclusions were:

.the design of “ two in one” cooled by superfluid 

for 7 TeV per beam,10E 34/cm2.s

.a clear focus and commitment to a project is necessary

to launch more focused R&D at home, to strengthen

the manpower if appropriately organized and supported-
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Is realistic
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Lyn was in charge of reporting to the ERC:  the development

strategy, the industrial policy and the possible schedule.

His contribution provided me and  all Committee Members the
confidence in his personality and competences to become the 
future Head of the Project.

-----------

The second ERC in 2002 (nine participants, including S. Lettow, 

E. Fernandez, I. Mannelli, J. Peoples and myself as Chair) was 

a more difficult job: how to overcome financial difficulties and 

how to adapt the management procedures to the LHC challenges .

In conclusion, a positive assessment of the technical basis, much 

less satisfactory in matter of financial reporting and cost awareness 
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 -The Project Office was too small a structure for such a large

 project; no new cost analysis from 1996 until 2001 and a lot of 
changes in-between .

-The introduction of EVM gave Lyn the possibility to get the hand 

 on cost-schedule-performance and available manpower for each 
Group Activities (other management tools were also helpful)-

 -A large number of Committees were built with different charters 

distributing extensively a large amount of information, somewhat 
redundant, not clearly linked to decisions.
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 The most effective leaders are recognized when facing 

 Adversity; the LHC construction offered (as usual)

 a lot of opportunities to LYN to show his strength:

 - industrial failures, bankrupts, etc…

 - the cryogenic distribution lines fabrication/installation

 a nightmare with a reasonable end !

 -the PIMS difficulties and an elegant solution ….

 from a golf player !

 - the Triplets …not appreciated as a system but in-situ cured

 - the Infamous “Incident” of September 19th 2008……
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What about Lyn’ personality and competences?
- an extremely competent “Technical Leader”, with a well balanced 

judgment and a lot of  common sense, which builds confidence;

a “pur produit” of CERN: much more interested by technical than 
administrative matters;

-very open to dialogue, able to listen carefully,  supportive of 

Committees members, when in agreement, but strongly decisive

in other conditions ;

-full of attention and respect for in-field work, he was going there 

every day, better pleased than in committee; but very active in 

meetings as soon as an issue becomes a problem till it is solved;

-not a standard “Manager”, but capable with specialized help to

lead a Project as complex as LHC to success.

-















LYN ,
YOU HAVE BUILT THE LHC,

YOU SHOULD BE PROUD OF YOUR ACHIEVEMENT

which will allow CERN to add this success to the 
preceding ones and thus continue enjoying the worldwide 
highest reputation.

I am sure that those, who have work around you,

will join me to express our Esteem and Respect,

looking forward to remain your Friends.

CONGRATULATIONS and BEST WISHES


